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Get self care ideas in our new monthly column
Learn about eating disorders
Find out what celebrities have been addressing mental
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and why we need to end the stigma surrounding mental
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HEY SPARTANS,

Less than two months to go before the end of
the school year! Although the weather has been
less than ideal, there’s still plenty to look forward
to in the upcoming weeks! May is a super busy
month, with Prom, AP tests, the NHS Induction
Ceremony, senior events, the Spring Play, and all
of the clubs wrapping up their activities for the
year. It’s also Mental Health Awareness Month,
so don’t forget to check out the Self-Care Column for May, and all of the other articles in this
AUDRIANNA
issue about mental health. Lastly, if you’ve been
WU
writing for the newspaper and are interested in
Copy Editor
being an editor for Sword & Shield next year,
email your application to memorialswordandshield@gmail.com and tparrisford@madison.k12.wi.us ASAP!
Thanks for reading! Good luck with everything this month, and finish
the year strong!
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STUDENT LIFE

SELF CARE: HOW TO
LOVE YOURSELF

By Beatrice Naujalyte
As May is Mental Health Awareness Month, we
here at the Sword & Shield thought it would be an appropriate time to start a column on the topic of selfcare. Yes, it may be the end of our 2017-2018 Sword
& Shield season, but any time is a good time to start a
column on something as important as self-care.
Self-care is a word that practically defines itself but
has taken on many different forms in popular culture. Search #selfcare on Pinterest or Instagram and
you’ll find no shortage of bubble baths with Lush bath
bombs, charcoal face masks, and expensive candles.
While that totally fits the definition, it’s a narrow way
to look at it and has garnered criticism for making
self-care seem like a privilege. As writer and feminist Audre Lorde put it—“I have come to believe that
caring for myself is not a self-indulgent. Caring for
myself is an act of survival.”
We need to expand on this spa-like definition of
self-care. We need to include deliberate actions we
take, not because they are necessarily the first thing
we want to do, but because we know they will improve our mental and physical health. Take studying
for AP tests as an example. I’m not looking forward to
it. No one is looking forward to it. But I know that if I
study ahead of time, I’ll gain confidence and walk into
the Alliant Energy Center with a sense of peace. If I
put off studying and instead take a bubble bath every
night up until my first test (15 bubble baths), I’ll be a
stressed out, anxious, lavender-scented mess by the
time May 8th rolls around.
We’re at one of those crazy points of the year. AP
tests are in mere days, end-of-the-year banquets and
celebrations are filling up our calendars, finals are
ready to welcome us with open arms, prom is a planning headache, college admissions need to be made
and preparations begun… Oh, and I don’t know about
you, but my motivation to do well in class is hanging
on by a very thin thread. So with that in mind, here’s
what you can do this month, on the right!
4

1. Enjoy the spring weather with a bike ride
We never know when Wisconsin will drop another winter storm on us, but for the time being, it looks like we’re
in the clear. Go on a bike ride to get your heart pumping
and fill your lungs with the fresh spring air. It’ll clear
your mind and improve your mood.
2. Create an AP study schedule
At the time of this issue’s publication, there will really be
very little time left until AP tests. Whether you’ve started
studying or not, it’s a good idea to make a schedule. Sit
down and block out what subject you’ll study on what
day and for how long. Having a sense of direction in your
studying will save you time and help you learn the material more effectively.
3. Plan something fun to celebrate the end of AP
tests
Big accomplishments require big celebrations. You just
took a three-hour long test (and many of you took multiple)! Schedule something fun ahead of time so that you
can look forward to it. For example, a favorite band of
mine is releasing a new album on the day of my last AP
test - it’s a perfect reward!
4. Start a meditation habit
With all that’s probably going on in your life right now,
learning how to empty your mind and reset will definitely come in handy. It only takes a few minutes each day, so
don’t tell me you don’t have time for it. Try an app like
Headspace or (my personal favorite) Insight Timer.

5. Start your day outside
Whether you go on a walk/run or simply eat your breakfast outside, try to fit in some time for fresh air before
you head off to school. It’ll energize you, calm you, and
give you a better start to the school day.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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By Garrett Kennedy
It’s that time of year again. AP testing is right around the corner
for many students here at JMM. AP exams offer the opportunity
to receive college credit for a high school course at various universities. While AP exams can be expensive upfront, they will end up
saving you a lot of money depending on where you go to college.
A multiple-hour test demonstrating everything that you
learned over the course of the whole year is arduous, especially
if you stay up all night cramming. Make sure to plan ahead so
you are prepared for the exam and can get a good sleep the night
before. Pack some number two pencils, black or blue pens, and a
government or school-issued photo ID the night before so you are
all ready to go in the morning.
For those of you taking AP courses next year, make sure to
check the websites of some colleges you are considering before
signing up for the test. Although most colleges accept some form
of AP credit, it can be harder to get at elite colleges. For example,
you can get credit at UW for a three on almost any test, whereas
at Stanford you’d need a five to get credit, and only for some select
classes.
For those of you taking AP exams this year, good luck!

ANDY’S COLUMN:
ANTIDISESTABLISHMENTARIANISM

By Andy Truong
With 28 letters and 12 syllables, antidisestablishmentarianism is one of the longest
words in the English Language (Pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis,
another word for silicosis, is longer). Antidisestablishmentarianism originated from
the 19th century Britain. Antidisestablishmentarianism was a political position that
believed in the opposition removing of the
Church of England. Another way to explain
antidisestablishmentarianism is that it is the
belief that churches should stay, rather than
be removed.
The word can be broken down into many
parts. “Anti-”, originated from Ancient
Greek, meaning against. “Dis-” originated from Latin and means apart. Establish
originated from the Latin word, stabilis, for
stable. The stem “-ment” is from Latin and
is used to make a noun out of a verb. For
example, ‘to enjoy’ can become enjoyment.
“-Arian” means believer, and finally, “-ism” is
used to make action nouns out of a verbs. All
together, these parts make the word antidisestablishmentarianism. According to wikipedia, the word antidisestablishmentarianism
could actually be further extended to be “antidisestablishmentarian-istically”.
By Leah Vredenbregt
Nowadays, the word antidisestablishmenIn the American legal system, those facing persecution are
tarianism
isn’t used much (not sure why),
judged by a jury of their peers. While the system is meant to be
save for a few notable uses. A variation of the
fair towards all in theory, prejudice, assumptions, and disagreeword antidisestablishmentarianism, Antiment can prevent efficiency and quality. This is the case in 12
disestablishmentarianismist, was used in a
Angry Jurors by Reginald Rose, where 12 vastly different “peers”
song by Duke Ellington called “You’re Just an
must deliberate and decide on either a guilty or not guilty verdict
Old Antidisestablishmentarianismist”. Also
regarding a boy allegedly murdering his father.
The cast of Memorial Theatre Company’s 12 Angry Jurors por- on the TV show The $64,000 Question, a
trays this well, with 12 uniquely individual actors bringing each of contestant was asked antidisestablishmentarthe characters to life. This is Ms. Katrina Brunner’s 3rd show with ianism to win the game.
MTC, after directing Almost, Maine in the fall and the musical
Looking for more of Andy’s artiCurtains in the Winter.
cles? You’ve know the Nobel prize, but
Show dates are May 11, 12, 17, 18, and 19. Tickets are $5 and
what about the Ig Nobel Prize? Head to
are available the week of May 7th at lunch, as well as at the door.
jmmswordandshield.com to learn all about it!
Come see the show!

MTC’S 12 ANGRY JURORS

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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to be autistic: social incapability, hyperactivity, lack of empathy, being
nonverbal. But autism expresses
itself differently in everyone.
By Madelyn Peppard
By Ruchi Shah and Amisha Talati
One of the reasons this can be so
1. Autism is a disease.
She’s the one who brought you
confusing is because, in the past ten
MYTH: Autism is neither a disinto this world. The one who sticks
years, doctors have become more
ease, nor does it need to be “eradiwith you in the vibrance of your
aware of this and thus began to
cated.” However, prominent autism
happiness and throughout the
understand an “autism spectrum.”
advocacy organizations such as
overcasts of your life. A mother is
Additionally, the diagnosis of Asthe one who you can always rely on. Autism Speaks often portray autism perger’s Syndrome has been elimias something that needs to be cured,
Fortunately, there’s a day in which
nated recently due to the blurriness
and in several ads has even claimed
we can honor all that our mothers
between its symptoms and the
it is the “worst thing that could ever
do. Mother’s Day!
symptoms of ASD.
happen to a family.”
This lovely day can be traced all
As of 2014, 1 in 68 children
Instead of “curing” autism, we
the way back to around 250 BC; the
was diagnosed with some form of
should focus on teaching kids with
Greeks and Romans are considered
autism spectrum disorder. This is
the original founders. They held fes- autism skills to help them in the
up from 2005, where it was 1 in
tivals for the mother goddesses Rhea world; likewise, we should teach
132 children. This is most likely
those without autism to be acceptand Cybele. However, the modern
because of increased education on
ing. My friend put it best: “Autistic
Mother’s Day was created by Anna
autism in recent years, as well as the
people need acceptance, not awareJarvis in 1908. Jarvis designed this
expansion of ASD to cover other
ness.”
day to honor the sacrifices mothers
disorders.
2. Autism expresses the same
make for their children. Her idea
3. “Autistic” is an appropriate
symptoms in every person with
was adopted by the nation in 1914
way to describe someone’s beautism.
when President Woodrow Wilson
havior.
MYTH: When Sesame Street
assigned the second Sunday of May
MYTH: This needs to stop.
aired its first autistic muppet, Julia,
as Mother’s Day.
Phrases like these, as well as “Oh
in May 2017, the worldwide autism
This year, Mother’s Day is on
my gosh, I’m so OCD” (because the
community rejoiced:
Sunday, May 13th. Make sure you
person’s highlighters were kept in
save the date to plan something spe- HELPER: Julia has autism. She likes order) and “wow, this weather is so
it when people know that.
cial for your mom. There are many
bipolar” (when it was hot and cold
BIG BIRD: Autism? What’s autism?
ways to make this day memorable
in the same week; imagine that) are
HELPER: Well, for Julia, it means
for her, such as creating a custhings very commonly heard used
she might not answer you right
tom-made gift basket, making her
in high school classrooms and are
away.
breakfast in bed, or even just doing
drastically offensive. They not only
And just like that, the stars aligned.
a small favor for her. But rememisolate those with these disorders,
The stressing of how autistic peober, whether you plan to throw her
but normalize them and can even
ple’s symptoms differ from each
an extravagant party or give her a
prevent those
homemade card, make sure it comes other when he
actually with the
says, “Well, for
from your heart, just to show how
disorders from
Julia, it means…”
much you love and appreciate your
getting the help
couldn’t be more
mom.
they need.
true. When people
4. Autistic
think autism,
people all love
they often think
rubik’s cubes.
of certain culturMYTH:
al, stereotypical
Come on now.
checkboxes one
Everyone loves
must have in order
rubik’s cubes.

A MEANINGFUL
MOTHER’S DAY
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DEBUNKING AUTISM MYTHS
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APRIL 20TH:
JMM HONORS
GUN
VIOLENCE
VICTIMS

By Claire Reid
April 20th, 2018 marked exactly 19 years since two gunmen
brutally murdered a teacher and
12 students at Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colorado.
At James Madison Memorial
High School, the lawn beneath
the flagpole was covered with
paper signs in various pastel
colors, delicately staked into
patches of grass and melting
snow. Each sign bore the name
of one of the 331 victims of gun
violence murdered within the
first week of 2018. The simple yet moving memorial was
crafted by student activists, and
served both to honor the many
lives lost to gun violence and to
further highlight the rampant
problem of such violence in our
country.
As the clocks struck 10:00am,
hundreds of JMM students,
many dressed in bright orange,
deserted their second period
classes to gather around the memorial. We stood in silence and
solidarity for 13 minutes, paying
tribute to the 13 lives taken at
Columbine and to the many,
many lives lost to gun violence
since. Passerbyers traveling
down Gammon Road honked in
support and a few pedestrians
paused to pay tribute alongside
us. It was truly a powerful display of community activism and
togetherness.

MINDFUL OF MENTAL HEALTH

By Deney Li
Ever since 1949, Mental Health Awareness Month, or just Mental Health
Month, has been observed by millions in the U.S. Schools, hospitals, and local
organizations recognize this month by providing free screenings, tailored
resources, increased mental health education, and most importantly, more
awareness.
A huge problem in today’s society is the stigma around mental health.
Symptoms of mental illnesses are commonly viewed as uncomfortable or
even threatening, leading some to avoid addressing the issue. This judgment
is rooted in history, when people with mental health struggles were excluded,
discriminated against, and even brutalized. In present day, one in five Americans are affected by some mental disorder, and an unwelcoming stigma is still
poisonous.
Although most mental illnesses cannot be cured, stigma can. Remember to
always to be aware of your language, help those in crisis, be kind and mindful,
and most importantly, take care of yourself!

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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BREAKING
DOWN EATING
DISORDERS

calories, weight loss, becoming less
social, avoiding eating around others, exercising more than necessary.
Bulimia: A repeated cycle of
eating excessive amounts of food
(binging) and compensating afterwards by vomiting, using laxatives,
fasting, or an engaging an unhealthy
amount of exercise.
-Signs: Disappearing after eating,
large amounts of food go “missing”
in a short amount of time, teeth become stained (from constant vomiting), and hiding food.
Binge Eating Disorder: Similar
to bulimia, however no method is
used to get rid of food after binging.
-Signs: Uncomfortable eating
around people, fluctuations in
weight (gaining and losing), and irregular eating schedule (i.e. skipping
a meal, then binging later).

Orthorexia: An unhealthy fixation on the nutritional value and/or
source of the food.
-Signs: Refusing to eat foods with
certain ingredients or amounts of
a certain nutrient, over-exercising
or maintaining strict exercising
routine, and feeling scared to eat at
restaurants or places where no nutrition information is provided.
These are just the most common
eating disorders, but there is another category called Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
(EDNOS), which encompasses any
issues with consumption of food,
weight, or body image. You can
help yourself or anyone else who
may have an eating disorder, and
promote a mentally and physically
happier society.

DUSTING OFF
A FORENSICS
SWEEP

tournaments every weekend, there
was an overall shift in the team
mood. They relied on each other to
succeed, cheering for their teammates at every tournament, knowing that each person counted.
On April 7th, the JMM Forensics had an impressive state tournament earning 323 points (23 points
ahead of second place), nabbing
their 11th consecutive win and
15th overall. In addition to a team
win at the tournament in Whitewater, a record breaking 22 out of
25 competitors made it into semis.
14 out of the 25 competitors made
a state final round, three of whom
won their event: Nivedita Remji
in Informative Speaking dazzling
the audience with six minutes

about conspiracy theories, Evanka
Annyapu in Moments in History
emu-sing people with the history of
the Great Emu War, and Malcolm
Buisch in Special Occasion Speaking was a silly goose with a hoot
of a speech on being elected to the
Bird Watcher’s Hall of Fame.
The following weekend, several
students went to a small tournament in West Bend in an attempt
to qualify for the National Speech
and Debate Tournament in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, in June. Thirteen students will be representing
JMM at the National tournament,
competing in seven events. Congrats!

By Kari Larsen
Eating disorders are mental
illnesses that often get overlooked.
But did you know that 20 million
women and 10 million men will suffer from an eating disorder at some
point in their life? Since teenagers
are at a much higher risk, it is important to know the signs of eating
disorders so you can recognize them
and seek help.
Anorexia: Purposefully restricting food consumption in order to
lose weight, fear of gaining weight,
and viewing one’s body as larger
than it really is.
-Signs: Obsession with food and

By Leah Vredenbregt and Evanka
Annyapu
A song of champions filled a
school bus on the chilly Saturday
night ride back from Whitewater,
Wisconsin. It was a song celebrating the victory of a team who
fought even when people gave up
on them. It is no secret that Memorial Forensics faced obstacles this
year. They dealt with a change in
leadership, as well as a significant
dip in members. While officers
and members struggled to accept
the change of not winning at local
8
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SKIMMING
OVER THE ALLSCHOOL READ

By Garrett Kennedy
The annual JMM All School
Read began last year with the entire
school reading All American Boys,
a book that delves into the issues
of racism and police brutality in
America. There was a month of
discussions, talks, free snacks, and
an all-school assembly with the authors of the book. Because of all of
the great conversation and awareness that reading this book created,
JMM decided to keep the tradition
going with another All School Read
of Green Card Youth Voices.
Green Card Youth Voices is a
compilation of stories from students who immigrated to America
from many different countries and
ended up at Wellstone International High School in Minneapolis.
This book really opens our eyes to
the hardships that immigrants face
before coming to this country, trying to get to this country, and while
in this country.
Here are some brief descriptions
of the events I attended. If you have
anything to add or wish to share a
story about another event please
email it to me (gjkennedy@madi-

son.k12.wi.us) and I will put it up
on the Sword and Shield website.
Documentary: On Wednesday,
April 4th, we watched the documentary Documented and had a
short discussion. Documented is
the real life story of Jose Antonio
Vargas, an undocumented immigrant. He came to America when
he was 13 and quickly became very
successful. He got really involved in
high school, especially in journalism. He graduated highschool and
went to college at San Francisco
State University. He got jobs at
many important news companies
and eventually decided he was tired
of living in fear of being discovered
as an undocumented immigrant
and being deported. He “came out”
as undocumented in the New York
Times in order to protest the lack
of a process for undocumented
immigrants to become citizens and
to create a conversation about what
it really means to be an American.
This movie illuminated the lack
of understanding of what undocumented immigrants really look like
and how hard it can be to become
accepted in this country. After the
movie we had a short discussion.
We talked about how the experiences of Mr. Vargas related to the
experiences of legal immigrants,
what it means to be an American,
www.jmmswordandshield.com

and how we can help immigrants in
our community.
Author reading and Q & A:
On Thursday, April 12th we heard
from three of the authors of the
book during second hour. Luis
Angel Santos Henriquez, Nanah
Jalloh, and Nathaly Carchi shared
some personal stories about their
journeys to America, building off
of what was said in the book and
giving us a more in depth and personal view into what their transition was like. All three experienced
bullying and discrimination when
coming to America that really hurt
them. Nanah’s wallet was stolen by
another girl in middle school, with
the money her mom had specially
given her. Middle schoolers tried to
put Nathaly in a garbage can. Luis
had it hard as well because they
were an immigrant and because of
their sexuality. After hearing their
stories there was a Q & A session.
Questions ranged from the fun
“what is your favorite TV show”
to the more serious, “what is the
worst part of America”. Getting to
hear from these individuals was a
very moving experience. The major
takeaway for me is that we should
be accepting and friendly towards
everyone. You can never know the
struggles that people are facing and
everyone needs support.
9
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SPARTAN SCOREBOARD
FBLA (State)
1st place
Lily Lowndes - Broadcast Journalism
Beatrice Naujalyte - Social Media Campaign
Michelle Shou - Accounting I
Catherine Wu - Accounting II
Amanda Yao - Business Communication
Julia Zhou - Intro to Financial Math
Overall
4th place - Outstanding Chapter
Herb Kohl Educational Foundation Student Excellence Scholarship
Evanka Annyapu
Summit Project Teen Money Scholarship
Samantha Bartkowiak and Ethan Zarov
HOSA (State)
1st place
Danni Yang, Devika Kamath, Michelle Shou, Venika
Vulpal - Medical Innovation
Ruchi Shah, Meghana Kalluri, Riva Shrestha, Amisha
Talati, Jaskiran Sandhu - Public Health Service
Manasa Kalluri - Sports Medicine
Anusha Sahai - Medical Math
2nd place
Amanda Yao - Behavioral Health
Priya Mathur, Anna Stalsberg - Health Career Display
Shruti Sathish - Health Nutrition
Samik Partha - Medical Math
Anusha Sahai - Medical Math
Shruti Sathish - Prepared Speaking
Rahima Osman, Stephanie Trask, Harsimran Kaur,
Rahma Mohamed - Public Service Announcement
Anusha Sahai - Researched Persuasive Speaking
3rd place
Evanka Annyapu - Medical Photography
Aisha Khan - Medical Spelling
Nivedita Remji - Prepared Speaking
Jaskiran Sandhu - Researched Persuasive Speaking
4th or 5th place
Danni Yang - Law and Ethics
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Science Olympiad (State)
2nd place
Marvin Tan and Amulya Suresh - Disease Detectives
3rd place
Marvin Tan and Easton ____ - Astronomy
4th place
Audrianna Wu and Kelly Wu - Chemistry Lab
Forensics (State)
1st place team
Congress:
5th- Anika Sanyal
Finalist- Leah Vredenbregt
Demonstrative Speaking:
Semifinalist- Devika Kamath
Duo Interpretation:
Semifinalist- Madeline Belshaw & Madelyn Reynolds
Extemporaneous Speaking:
3rd- Sameer Golkonda
4th- Anurag Sandireddy
Semifinalist- Rebecca Cutforth
Farrago:
Semifinalist- Emmelyn Cullen
Impromptu Speaking:
3rd- Leah Vredenbregt
Semifinalist- Rebekah Hershberger
Informative Speaking:
1st- Nivedita Remji
3rd- Priya Mathur
Semifinalist- Julia Zhou
Moments in History:
1st- Evanka Annyapu
5th- Shruti Sathish
Oratory:
2nd- Samik Partha
5th- Tejvir Mann
Semifinalist- Megan Li
Prose:
3rd- Makena Romines
7th- Hannah Metzger
Solo Serious Acting:
2nd- Aris Awes
Special Occasion Speaking:
1st- Malcolm Buisch
2nd- Leah Metzger
Semifinalist- Addie Zweifel

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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OPEN A STUDENT

free CHECKING ACCOUNT AND GET
1

$10 DEPOSITED INTO YOUR ACCOUNT

2

plus, a chance to win a new

MACBOOK PRO

3

Federally insured by NCUA. Offer valid until 6/15/2018. New members only. 1 Minimum to open a Student Free Checking is $25.
Student Free Checking requires a primary savings account. Primary savings account: minimum to open is $5. Annual Percentage Yield
(APY) as of 3/12/2018 is 0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum to obtain APY is $25. 2 $10 cash bonus will be deposited
to your account at account opening. Cash bonuses are considered taxable income and are subject to a 1099 tax reporting. 3 See
SummitCreditUnion.com/Macbook for complete details. © Summit Credit Union 2018.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NEWS
TEACHER WALKOUTS

By Anika Sanyal
On February 22, 2018, teachers in over 55 West
Virginia counties walked out of their schools to
protest low wages and to lobby for increased benefits
and standards. This was a landmark act for teachers
in these predominantly rural districts, where teacher
pay ranks at 48th place in the United States. After nine
days of protest, which resulted in a week long school
shutdown, West Virginia lawmakers agreed to raise all
state employees’ pay by 5%. Governor Jim Casy signed
this bill into law on March 6, 2018, officially ending
the mass strike. However, this marks just the beginning of a long fight for teachers. The strike in West
Virginia inspired teachers across the United States
to speak up and to protest their low wages. The after
effects of these protests were seen across Oklahoma,
Kentucky, and most recently in Arizona.
In Oklahoma, on April 2, 2018, teachers walked
out to protest low pay and recent cuts to their budget.
Oklahoma teachers are the lowest paid in the nation,
and have not received any pay increases in the past ten
years. Approximately 30,000 teachers marched down
to the capital, closing nearly half of the school districts
in Oklahoma. They demanded $10,000 in raises for
teachers, $5,000 in raises for support staff, and $200
million in education funding.
Unfortunately, they
were only able to partially achieve
their demands. State
lawmakers

12

agreed to an average annual teacher raise of $6,100,
$1,250 in annual raises for support staff, and an additional $50 million in education funding. Oklahoma teachers
stated that these increases were unsatisfactory and it is
unclear whether there will be another walkout in the near
future.
While Oklahoma protests were going on, Kentucky
teachers also decided to walk out of schools, protesting
a recent pension bill that cut benefits for new teachers,
despite preserving benefits for most other workers. The
walkouts resulted in schools being closed on April 13,
2018 prompting Kentucky Governor Matt Bevin to state,
“I guarantee you somewhere in Kentucky today, a child
was sexually assaulted that was left at home because there
was nobody there to watch them.” Although Bevin later
apologized for this statement, this only further angered
teachers. Bevin has not yet taken further action to appease the state teachers.
The most recent development in the fight for better
pay for teachers is taking place in Arizona. Despite Arizona Governor Doug Ducey’s pledge to give teachers 20%
annual raises by 2020, teachers in Arizona have voted to
walk out on April 26, 2018, expressing dissatisfaction.
Their demands include a 20% annual raise by next year,
since teachers in Arizona make approximately $47,403
annually, which is quite below the national average. As of
now, the outcome of this protest is unclear, but it looks
like the movement to provide teachers with more equitable pay is definitely gaining momentum.
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from terminating the program.
The catch, however, is that neither of these judges
By Maggie Di Sanza
required the government to accept new DACA applicaIn 2017, when the Trump administration rescinded tions, and currently very few immigration centers are.
the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
This basically stops the flow of new DACA recipients,
program, it set an arbitrary deadline of March 5, 2018
but the consequences go further. DACA authorizations
for Congress to deliver a solution to replace DACA,
expire around two years from the date that they were
which protects undocumented immigrants from deissued. With no one accepting new DACA applications,
portation. That deadline has arrived and passed, much current DACA recipients will lose their authorizations
to the dismay of President Trump, who seems to be at potentially permanently once they expire. As a result,
a loss of what to do since Congress failed to act within they will lose their work permit, as well as protections
the designated timeline. All four of the immigration
from deportation. Immigrant rights advocates cite a
bills the Senate took up to address were voted down.
Migration Policy Institute study that found an average
So, where does DACA stand now? It’s quite complicat- of 915 unauthorized immigrants will lose their DACA
ed, so here’s what you need to know.
statues each day beginning on March 6, 2018.
On September 5 of 2017, Attorney General Jeff
ICE officials have said that they do not intend to
Sessions announced that the Trump administration
proactively target young immigrants; though if immigrawas rescinding the Obama era executive order enacting tion agents are conducting enforcement raids and come
the DACA program. He explained that DACA would
across something with expired protections, they are
end gradually by only allowing people with the DACA legally obliged to turn the individual in.
authorizations that expired before March 5, 2018 to
Currently, the DACA situation is in chaos. After the
renew their statues. The March 5 deadline served as a
failing of several bills brought up in the Senate as an
call to Congress to pass legislation that would ensure
alternative, the federal government is busy trying to find
DACA protections into law, thus allowing young, un- an
alternative. Until then, the situation
documented immigrants to live in the US without the
for Dreamers is looking precarifear of being deported.
ous at best.
You might find yourself wondering: So, is
Editor-s Update: a federal
DACA over now? Not quite. At this point, the
judge in DC ruled on April 25th
March 5 deadline is basically irrelevant as two fedthat DACA must stay in place as
eral judges have ordered the Trump administration
well as accept new applications.
to keep the program in place. One federal judge
The decision stays unless the Jusfrom California ordered the Trump administration
tice Department can better explain
to “maintain the DACA program on a nationits reasoning for cancelling DACA
wide basis,” challenging the President’s policy on
in a constitutional way.
DACA. A second federal judge from New York
explained that Trump had not “offered legally adequate reasons” for ending DACA, and prohibited
his administration
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By Claire Reid
Let’s get one thing straight: Cinco de Mayo is not Mexican Independence Day. That’s September 16th. But then why do we celebrate with
tacos and tequila every year on May 5th? Well, America’s favorite Mexican holiday actually commemorates the unlikely victory of the Mexican
Republic army in the Battle of Puebla against French invaders in 1862.
After a costly, three-year civil war, the new government of the Second Federal Republic of Mexico, under President Benito Juarez, owed
a substantial amount of debt to three major colonial powers: France,
Spain, and Britain. When the Mexican government was unable to
repay their debts, the colonial powers sent naval forces to the Mexican city of Veracruz and demanded payment. Juarez negotiated with
the Spanish and British, promising that Mexico would repay them as
soon as they were financially able. So, the British and Spanish forces
withdrew from Mexico. However, the French, under the leadership of
Napoleon III, refused to leave empty handed. Expecting a swift victory,
the French marched toward Mexico City with the intention of installing
a puppet monarchy. The Mexican army, lacking training and equipment, fled to the heavily fortified town of Puebla in late April 1862.
Meanwhile, as they continued advancing toward Mexico City, French
forces under General Lorencez decided to make a stop in Puebla, believing that the town would be friendly toward the French.
Lorencez was gravely mistaken. French forces soon encountered
General Ignacio Zaragoza’s ragtag Republic army, largely comprised of
mixed race mestizos and Native American men. The Battle of Puebla
lasted nearly all day, depleting the French forces of ammunition. Eventually, Lorencez’s troops had no choice but to retreat. The Republic of
Mexico had scored an unlikely victory, and it quickly became a symbol
of Mexican resistance against foreign colonialism. Only four days later,
President Juarez declared Cinco de Mayo a national holiday.
Although the French successfully overtook Mexico City in 1863,
Cinco de Mayo remained a day to celebrate Mexican pride. Today, military parades, feasts, and reenactments serve to commemorate the battle
in the town of Puebla, and modest celebrations take place throughout
the rest of Mexico.
Cinco de Mayo was first celebrated in California in the 1940s at the
time of the Chicano movement. Members of this movement fought for
equal rights for Latin Americans in the United States as well as for the
recognition and celebration of Latin culture. During the 1950s and 60s,
Cinco de Mayo gained popularity among Latino immigrants throughout the US as a celebration of pride and culture primarily in cities with
large Latin American populations like Chicago and Houston. For better
or for worse, since the 1980s, the holiday has been largely overtaken by
American commercialism as companies use it as a way to sell copious
amounts of Mexican cuisine and alcohol to Americans from all walks
who enjoy partying, eating tacos, and getting drunk with their friends…
even if they don’t quite know what it is they’re celebrating.
14
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WISCONSIN
SPRING
ELECTIONS

By Deney Li
Wisconsin spring elections took
place on April 3rd, an annual event that
occurs the first Tuesday of April. This
year, voters were making decisions large
and small: Wisconsin Supreme Court
Justice, a referendum on eliminating
state treasurer, mayors for five cities,
and school referendums.
The Supreme Court Justice election
was particularly spotlighted. Wisconsin
residents had the choice between conservative judge Michael Screnock and
liberal judge Rebecca Dallet. This year’s
elections gained national attention, with
past Vice President Joe Biden voicing
his support for Dallet. Both politicians
and media believe that the results of this
decision could help foreshadow political
trends in future years; the long-held
conservative majority in the Wisconsin
Supreme Court might be hanging on by
a thinning thread.
Matt Adamczyk, Wisconsin’s current
treasurer, actually campaigned on the
promise that he would eliminate his position to cut down government spending. The final decision on whether the
state treasurer will stay or leave depended on voters, however. Residents in
Cedarburg, Delafield, Lake Geneva, Oak
Creek and Oconomowoc selected their
respective mayors. Nine school districts
have also requested for a school budget
increase, the results of which was also
determined at the booths.
Results were finalized April 4th. Although a mix of democrats, republicans,
and independents were elected into
various government positions, the most
anticipated seat for state Supreme Court
Justice went to Dallet. We look forward
to what these newly-appointed officials
have in store for Wisconsin.
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PROMINENT FIGURES
ADRESSING MENTAL HEALTH

By Shruti Sathish
In the past year, many celebrities and other prominent figures have shed light on the issue of mental health and have been
actively working to end the stigma surrounding it and support
those who are in need of help.
One key celebrity who has been very active in this regard is
singer-songwriter and actress Demi Lovato, who has been very
open about her mental health struggles in past years. She admits
to having experienced eating disorders and self harm during
her teen years and was diagnosed with bipolar disorder at the
age of nineteen. She now stands as a leader and advocate to end
the stigma behind mental health, supporting numerous initiatives including Be Vocal: Speak Up for Mental Health. One very
important action Lovato has taken this year is offering fans free
group therapy sessions and wellness sessions on her Tell Me
You Love Me tour. She additionally partnered with one mental
health organization/charity in each city she toured and encouraged fans to donate during the show. She has repeatedly said
that her goal is to give back since she has come so far with her
own struggles with mental health.
Another celebrity who has been opening up about her mental health struggles is singer-songwriter Mariah Carey. Just in
the past month, Carey revealed to People Magazine that she has
been living with Bipolar II disorder since she was diagnosed
in 2001. She described how she was in denial when she first
received the diagnosis, and is now wanting to share her story
with the world in hope of letting those struggling know that
they are not alone and there is hope. Even seemingly simple
acts of opening up about personal experiences (which deserve
more credit than they’re often given) are things celebrities such
as Mariah Carey are doing to help further educate the public on
mental health and end the stigma surrounding it.
Finally, Pope Francis has done much, and in an interview
from September 2017 promoting his book “Pope Francis: Politics and Society,” he spoke about regularly attending therapy
sessions in the 70s, where he spoke to a psychoanalyst to clarify
things in his life. He says he felt more “free” because of the sessions. Pope Francis has been seeking to normalize conversation
surrounding mental health in the Christian community, hoping
to end the stigma surrounding mental health.
Numerous prominent figures have opened up about their
experiences with mental health, encouraging those who are suffering to seek help and understand that they’re not alone. Mental health is real and matters, and it is great that these leaders are
sharing their stories to start the conversation about how to help
those with mental health and end the stigma surrounding it.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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Order catering for graduation between
May 1st-June 30th, 2018 and receive a free 24 ct. cookie tray
per order. Limit one per order.
Only valid at Chick-fil-A West Towne.
For delivery, orders must be over $100.

Offers valid only at Chick-fil-A West Towne during the dates and times above. One offer per customer. Not valid with any other offer. Offer valid while supplies last. Closed Sundays. Ask
Restaurant for details. Chick-fil-A®, Chick-fil-A Stylized®, Eat Mor Chikin®, and the Chick-fil-A Cows® are registered trademarks of CFA Properties, Inc.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
TAKE CARE, SELF
CARE
By Lauryn Anthony

MOVIES TO WATCH

JMM students review the latest blockbusters

THE MIRACLE SEASON

By Sam Bart
This movie is full of heartbreak, smiles, and excitement. It’s one of
the first movies ever to have volleyball be the spotlight sport, which
was a new experience. I don’t usually cry during movies, but this one
definitely pulled at my heartstrings. It was cool to be able to see how
each of the girls on the team, the coaches, the town, and even the
volleyball community responded
to a tragedy. This
movie is based on
an amazing true
story, and I would
recommend
going to see it.
I’m warning you
through. Make
sure to bring a
box of tissues!

BLOCKERS

Whatever you do, make sure your Apple laptop is turned off when
you go to prom! Blockers is a movie when parents of high school girls
team together to stop their daughters from losing their virginity. This
movie was actually really funny. Of course, it’s rated R due to drugs,
alcohol, and the topic of the movie itself but I totally recommend
going and
seeing it. I
usually don’t
like rated
R movies,
but this one
was really
funny—especially
John Cena’s
character!
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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Wade forms few allies but many
enemies that endanger his life in
both the OASIS and the real world.
As Wade must learn to deal with his
By Shruti Sathish
new popularity and work towards
Ever wished you could escape
winning the contest, he learns many
reality? Well, it’s the year 2045, and
lessons, the most important being
that’s what many of Earth’s inhabithat spending time in the real world
tants do in Steven Spielberg’s Ready
is more important than he ever
Player One- escape into the virtual
thought it was.
reality world of the OASIS in hopes
I thought this movie was very
of winning a contest set up by James
unique, innovative, and eye-opening.
Halliday, the OASIS’s co-founder.
It addresses the very relevant issue of
Just before Halliday dies, he anbudgeting screen time and real world
nounces a contest in which a partime, which we all face today. Anothticipant must find a golden egg and
er key message presented is the idea
then three keys hidden in the worlds
of having a real world identity vs. a
of the OASIS to gain full ownership
virtual identity. Often times, who
and control of the OASIS. Numerous
we are in real life is different from
“Gunters” (egg hunters) and players
who we are online (or, in the case of
hired by Innovative Online Industhe movie, in the OASIS). I thought
tries (IOI), a video game company
this parallel was illustrated very well
with bad intentions, compete to try
in the character’s appearances and
to get on the scoreboard and ultipersonalities in the real world vs
mately win the contest.
the virtual world. It was interesting
The main character is orphan
to see that the way the characters
Wade Watts, a seventeen year-old
behaved and appeared in the virtual
Gunter from Columbus, Ohio, who
world reflected how they wished
regularly escapes into the OASIS as
they could be in the real world. Ala means to hopefully win the conthough we don’t currently have our
test and seek refuge from his abuown OASIS, the messages presented
sive uncle and poverty-ridden life
in the film are very applicable to our
in the real world. As he begins to
lives. This movie was overall entersuccessfully navigate the OASIS and
taining and interesting, and I would
gain popularity in the virtual world,
give it a 7/10.

READY PLAYER
ONE
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ISLE OF DOGS

By Lauryn Anthony
After an outbreak of dog flu, the
mayor of Megasaki City orders all
dogs to be sent to Trash Island.
A young boy named Atari steals
a plane to retrieve his dog, Spots.
After crash landing, Atari meets a
pack of of dogs that assist him on
his journey.
In director Wes Anderson’s
newest film, “Isle of Dogs”, he
creates a great addition to his
filmography. Isle of Dogs is beautiful to look at and Anderson’s
stylization makes the movie stand
out from previous animated films.
Anderson’s use of stop motion is a
welcome change from the animated movies that came out of 2017.
But there is more to enjoy than
just the film’s visuals: Isle of Dogs
has great writing that’s funny,
touching, and keeps the audience
engaged. (If you haven’t seen Wes
Anderson’s work before, make
sure to check out Rushmore, the
Grand Budapest Hotel, and Fantastic Mr. Fox.)
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LOVE, SIMON

By Maggie Di Sanza
In the new film Love, Simon, the traditional teen romantic comedy is mirrored by introducing a twist that is
usually not explored in media. By making the main character gay, as well as featuring a plot based on the struggles
associated with being gay, the movie takes all of the corniness of a typical of coming-of-age genres and transplants a
new heart into it.
Played by Nick Robinson, high schooler Simon is head over heels in love with a digital ego referred to as ‘Blue.’
After Blue posts on social media about his sexuality, keeping his true identity hidden, Simon reaches out explaining
that he “has the same secret.” Religiously exchanging emails, Simon becomes obsessed with uncovering the identity
of his virtual friend. Gradually ruling out peers he encounters at school, Simon accidentally leaves his emails open
after researching on a school computer. The mystery becomes tricky after drama-club nerd, Martin, discovered
Simon’s secret emails. In exchange for not publicizing Simon’s sexuality and emails, Martin forces Simon to help
him in the doomed mission to impress the hottest girl in school. At this point, Simon has to juggle keeping his
secret from his family, friends, and school, maintain a relationship with Blue, while simultaneously earning Martin
an unattainable date.
Putting the somewhat predictable plot aside, Love, Simon pays tribute to the millions of LGBT Americans who
have waited for representation in media for many years. It is an earnest movie that also serves as a charming crowd
pleaser. Simply by displaying the challenges of growing up as a gay person in America, the movie communicates
certain hardships that people may not have previously related to. To put it simply, Love, Simon is a breakthrough
moment for mainstream representation of same-sex romance.
I am not alone when speaking well of Love, Simon; critics around the world are in support of this groundbreaking film. According to Terrie White of Empire, with Love, Simon, “the high school teen romcom is reborn for
2018. Funny, sentimental and smart.” Molly Freeman of Screen Rant goes on to comment about the films influence
on younger generations, “Love, Simon is a funny, heartfelt, and truly touching teen romantic comedy that instantly
becomes a modern classic for today’s generation.” That being said, there were a few people who were not so keen
on this new teen drama. Several reviews comment on the movie’s repetitive and predictable plot, as well as the
perceivably shallow characters. Of course, no one was expecting it to be a five-star cinematographic masterpiece!
What many of these criticisms overlook is the recognition of how this more inclusive movie paves the way for
future cinematic projects.
For the most part, while Love, Simon may not be the blockbuster film that you go to see several times in the theater, it is certainly worth paying a visit.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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HOROSCOPES
By Sara Sheibani

Libra (Sep
23-Oct 22):
Halfway
through
the month
you may feel as though
you’re going backwards
more than you’re going
forwards. You’ll learn how
to rely on yourself. By the
end of this month you
will realize just how much
potential you have.

Scorpio (Oct
23-Nov 21):
Let your
hair down
and have a
little fun. Don’t take your
eyes off the ball but don’t
be afraid to live a little too.
With this new energy you
may find the solution to
the problem that’s been
dampening your mood.

Sagittarius
(Nov 22Dec 21): You
may feel
like you’re
getting nowhere, but you
truly are preparing for
your future. Stick with
what you’ve been working
on. Though some
choices need to be made
about the importance of
all your projects,
remember your goal.

Capricorn
(Dec 22-Jan
19):
Learning and
change are
key objectives this month.
Now is the time for you
to evolve and become a
better version of yourself.
In keeping with this track,
you may find you are able
to help others improve as
well.

Aquarius
(Jan 20-Feb
18): You’ve
been
having a
hard time finding your
groove in the sea of life.
Try to give yourself an
allowance of mistakes
to learn from them. Let
yourself be vulnerable and
open to others, and you
may start to find yourself.
Gemini
(May 21June 20):
Stress is
overwhelming you lately. Try to take
a step back from worrying
about finances and center
your focus on finishing the
school year strong. Take
this month for breather
from your normal hectic
life by taking some you
time.

Pisces (Feb
19-March
20):
Appreciate
everything
you’ve been given and
don’t pick out all the
things going wrong for
you right now. Let this be
a time for positivity and
allow you to be set free
from that negative cloud
that had been forming.
Cancer (June
21-July 22):
Reflecting
back on your
achievements
from the past few months
will help you regain your
composure. Understand
you aren’t perfect, but
you have the power to
accomplish whatever you
put your mind to. Take
this time to gather your
strength.

Aries
(March
21-April 19):
Your focus
will determine your capabilities.
Required responsibilities
will cause you to put your
goals on the back burner.
Trying to escape this will
cause chaos. Accept what
is asked of you and focus
on balancing.
Leo (July
23-Aug 22):
Friendship
old and
new will
approach you a lot this
month. Don’t try to control what happens, try to
let those who approach
make the decisions. Learn
from whatever may happen this month, do your
best to spread positivity
around.

Taurus
(April 20May 20):
This month
will be full
of celebrations along with
new relationships and experiences. You will make
new connections that may
last a lifetime. Don’t be
afraid of the unknown, try
to embrace it and you may
be pleasantly surprised.
Virgo (Aug
23-Sep 22):
Step back
from what
you’ve been
doing for a second and
reflect. Reassess you habits
and choices and compare
yourself to your past self.
Talk to close friends and
family to help you refocus
and increase momentum
to your goal.
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SPORTS
SUPPORT OUR
SPARTANS

By Rahima Osman
Spartans, don’t forget to go out there and support
your fellow friends and spartans (and the schedule
below shows when the game/meets are), and don’t
forget to follow @jmmsportsthemes for updates on
spring sports.

PREP PROFILE: JASON CENITI

By Rahima Osman
Q:Who are the captains this year?
A:Owen Greene and Sam Smith
Q:What position do you play?
A:Left field
Q:What is one bonding activities that the team does?
A:Going to Florida
Q:What is the best thing about baseball season?
A:Team bonding, hitting diggers and spitting seeds
Q:What is the most challenging aspect of baseball?
A:Having constant change: new pitcher
Q:Favorite vacation spot?
A:Hawaii
Q:Three words that describe you as a baseball player?
A:Hit and Run
Q:What are some warm-up drills that the team does
before practices?
A:Manso linos
Q:When does the regular season come to an end?
A:May 29th
Q:Any player that we should look out for?
A: Jack Krumbach, Sam Smith and Kyle Wu
Q:Do any players have the intention of playing baseball post high school?
A: Jack Krumbach and Owen Greene already committed

Track and Field
May 1st vs. Edgewood, Madison East, La Follette
and Madison West@ Lussier Stadium : Varsity
May 2nd vs. Edgewood, Madison East, La Follette
and Madison West @ Lussier Stadium : JV
May 4th Varsity Invite @ Stoughton High School
May 7th Invite @ Mansfield Stadium
May 14th vs. Madison West @ Mansfield Stadium
May 16th Boys Varsity Meet @ Madison La Follette
Baseball
April 30th vs. Middleton @ Middleton High School
May 1st vs. Sun Prairie @ Sun Prairie High School
May 3rd vs. Sun Prairie @ Mansfield Stadium
May 5th vs. Verona @ Stampfl Field
May 8th vs. Janesville Craig @ Riverside Park
May 22nd vs. Beloit Memorial @ Mansfield Stadium
Girls Soccer
May 1st vs. Madison East @ Demetral Field
May 4th vs. Sun Prairie @ Sun Prairie High School
May 5th vs. Middleton @ Firefighters Park
May 7th vs. Madison West @ MATC
May 16th vs. Beloit Memorial @ MATC
May 19th vs. Waunakee @ Waunakee High School
May 22nd vs. Mount Horeb @ Mount Horeb High
School
Boys Golf
April 30th vs. Madison West and Verona High
School @ Tumbledown Golf Course
May 2nd Invite @ Edelweiss Golf Course
Continued on next page...
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...Support Our Spartans continued
May 7th vs. Janesville Craig @ Glen Erin Golf
course
May 8th vs. Madison La Follette and Middleton
@ Pleasant View Golf Course
May 14th Invite @ Blackhawk Country Club
May 17th Conference Meet @ Evansville Golf
Club
Boys Tennis
May 1st vs. Sun Prairie @ Sun Prairie High
School
May 3rd vs. Janesville Craig HHS @ Palmer
Park Courts
May 4th Invite @ Nicolet and Whitefish Bay
Courts
May 7th vs.Verona @ Madison Memorial
Courts
May 8th vs. Janesville Parker @ Madison Memorial Courts
May 16th Varsity Conference meet @ Nielsen
Tennis Courts
Softball
May 1st vs. Verona Area High School @ Verona High School
May 2nd vs. Madison East @ Olbrich Park
May 3rd vs. Madison La Follette @ Olbrich
Park
May 8th vs. Waunakee @ Waunakee High
School
May 14th vs. Janesville Craig @ Jefferson Middle School

PARALYMPICS IN
PYEONGCHANG

By Naomi Wong
To start out the opening ceremony of the 2018 PyeongChang
paralympics, drummers recreated a traditional welcoming received by royal guests. This modern take on bin-rye welcomed
spectators and athletes from all over the world. Then the wheel
of passion appeared to symbolize the never ending circle of
life, and showed that humanity and equality are limitless in
the world. The wheel then unwound into 4 petals to showcase
courage, determination, inspiration, and equality.
During these winter games, USA won 13 gold, 15 silver, and 8
bronze medals for a total of 36, taking home the most medals
since 2002. Here is a complete list of the medalists that competed in this year’s winter games.
Gold finishers- 1st gold was women’s 6km sitting biathlon
(Kendall Gretsch), Men’s 7.5km sitting biathlon (Daniel Cnossen), Men’s sitting downhill skiing (Andrew Kurka), Women’s
12km sitting biathlon (Kendall Gretsch),
Women’s banked slalom SB-LL1 (Brenna Huckaby), women’s
5km cross country skiing (Oksana Masters), and Men’s sled
Hockey team.
Silver finishers- Men’s 15k sitting biathlon (Daniel Cnossen),
Men’s Sitting Giant Slalom (Tyler Walker), Men’s sitting super-G (Andrew Kurka), Women’s 12.5km
biathlon (Oksana Masters), Men’s 15k sitting biathlon (Daniel
Cnossen), Women’s banked slalom SB-LL2 (Brittani Coury
men’s banked slalom SB-LL1 (Mike Schultz), and Men’s banked
slalom SB-LL2 (Evan Strong).
Bronze finishers- Women’s sitting downhill skiing (Laurie
Stephens), Women’s 6km sitting biathlon (Oksana Masters),
Women’s 12km sitting biathlon (Oksana
Masters), Women’s banked slalom SB-LL1 (Amy Purdy) Men’
banked slalom SB-UL (Mike Minor), and Men’s banked slalom
SB-LL1 (Noah Elliott).
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PREP PROFILE: COLT
TEGTMEIER

By Kelly Wu
1. What sport do you captain?
I am one of the captains for the boys varsity tennis
team.
2. What position do you play?
I play 1 singles, the highest singles position on the
team.
3. How has season been going so far?
Due to crappy weather, our season has essentially
just started. However, we had a win over Middleton
recently, the first time we’ve beaten them in over 8
years.
4. Team goals/personal goals for your last year?
Team goals, I would absolutely love it if we could
make it to team state. We haven’t gone in over a
decade, and it would be great if we could make it back
for my last year. Personally, I am working to win state
this year. I placed second last year, and the guy I lost to
last year graduated and is currently playing at UW, so
I have high hopes.
5. Plans for next year?
I will be studying and playing tennis for Brandeis
University in Waltham, MA, just outside of Boston
next year.
6. Favorite memory throughout these four years?
My win freshman year over the 6-seed from Brookfield East, 6-4 0-6 7-6(2). Brookfield East used to be a
widely hated team, as they were all full of themselves.
I had a crowd of over 80 people cheering for me, and
only about 4 cheering against me. It is, to this date, the
best win I have ever had. Truly remarkable moment in
my tennis career.
7. Favorite shot to make?
Backhand passing shot.

8. Favorite team to play against?
Sun Prairie, as the 1 singles is a close friend of mine,
and we always have fun matches.
9. When did you start to learn tennis?
I’ve been playing since I was 4 years old, competitively
since 8 years old.
10. Best joke you’ve ever heard?
REEEEEEEEE
11. Favorite ice cream?
Chocolate chip cookie dough.
12. Coke or pepsi?
I know I’ll be shunned for this, but I can’t tell a difference. Sorry everyone.
13. Favorite class at school?
AP Physics II.
14. Advice for underclassmen on your team?
Focus more on developing your game, not on the
wins. You’ll have a lot more fun and get a lot better
with that mindset. Trust me, I’ve done both. And most
importantly, just have fun. High school will be gone
before you know it, enjoy it while it lasts.

GIRLS TRACK AND FIELD

By Naomi Wong
As the weather is finally warm, the Track and Field girls
are headed towards the right direction. With a team
chemistry so strong, these girls are aiming for gold.
During the past couple weeks, the start of the season has
been difficult as many outdoor meets were being canceled due to the weather. But this didn’t stop the girls
from working hard everyday. Although the workouts
and core exercises seem difficult, the team chemistry has
made practice fun.
As the girls are cheering for every track and field event,
they are also bonding outside the track. Splitting up into
event groups, many girls have had the opportunity to
get close with a smaller group of girls. But Captains Sierra Hansen, Lexi Zach, Meg Fitzpatrick, Daine Riggins,
Sydney Peterson, and Elle Kinney have put together
creative ways to help the whole team bond together.
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Potlucks, cycle classes, and fun dressup days have definitely helped bring
the team together to push each other
to perform at the best of their ability
and to surpass their goals.
In their last duel meet, these girls
finally got an outdoor meet. The
beautiful weather led to lots of PRs
(Personal Records) with an all around
amazing performance leading the
team to beating Sun Prairie by about
30 points.
Beating Sun Prairie means they beat
the team that won conference last
year. However, although our team
beat one of their biggest competitors,
they are going to keep fighting, as La
Follette, Middleton, and a few Parker
students aren’t far behind.
Hopefully these girls will win conference and end the season with a
packed coach bus headed up to state
and multiple podium spots.
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BACK ON TRACK

By Claire Reid
Record cold temperatures and a mid-April blizzard have resulted in the
cancellation of 5 track meets so far this season. Despite the less than ideal weather, JMM athletes have been training hard and performing well in
the meets that haven’t been called off.
On March 23rd, the Spartan track team competed in the City Indoor
meet at the UW Shell against Madison West, Madison East, LaFollette,
and Edgewood. Both our boys and girls Varsity teams won the meet!
Here are some meet highlights:
*Sophomore Reette Thorns won the girls shot put.
*The relay of Alyana Enemuoh, Lexi Zach, Sydney Peterson, and Hayley
Gaines won the girls 4x400.
*The relay of Mikaela Miller, Mya Garel-Moore, Caleigh Wong, and
Sierra Hansen won the girls 4x100.
*Senior Sydney Peterson won the girls 800 meter run.
* Sierra Hansen won the girls 200 meter dash.
*Junior Kaevon Buchanan won the boys 200 meter dash.
*The relay of Anthony Guevara, Chauncey Cannon, Jarrell James, and
Kaevon Buchanan won the boys 4x100.
*The relay of Elliot Braun, Connor Miller, Karsten Knoche, and Lance
Drewry won the boys 4x400.
*Senior Kevin Tatooles won the boys pole vault.
<<<More highlights from the season so far:>>>
*The boys and girls Varsity teams competed at the TFA Indoor State
meet on April 7th at UW Whitewater.
*The Memorial girls team won the dual meet against rival Sun Prairie on
April 23rd.
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OPINIONS
2 OPINIONS ON:

Whether or not the AR-15 should be banned

WHY WE SHOULD BAN
THE AR-15

By Amit Rajesh
As many of us have been painfully made aware of,
the United States suffers from mass shootings and gun
violence on an unprecedented scale. School shootings
have become so commonplace that many of us don’t
even blink anymore when we hear about one on the
news. This is not natural or normal in any way, and
we as a society must combat this epidemic of gun
violence.
The most obvious solution to stopping gun violence is to restrict access to guns, or more specifically
AR-15s, the most popular rifle in this country. This
gun was the weapon of choice in the Sandy Hook
shooting, the Las Vegas shooting, the San Bernardino
shooting, and most recently the Parkland shooting.
And while correlation does not imply causation, it
it clear that banning civilian access to this weapon

THE AR-15 SHOULD NOT
BE BANNED

By Davis Hardy
On September 30, 1959, the AR-15 was invented in
Malaysia. By December of 1959, Colt’s Manufacturing
Company had already made 300 rifles. The AR-15 has
become increasingly popular among armies, hunters,
and gun enthusiasts over the years. Now, some people
want to ban this gun due to a correlation between mass
shooters and AR-15 owners. However, there is more to
this issue that must be considered.
In recent years, the AR-15 has been involved in many
shootings and has therefore been featured to a great
extent in the news. The media has picked up on this
correlation and has exploited it to the full extent possible. Unfortunately, the media misinforms people on
many aspects of the gun, including the meaning of the
letters AR. These letters represent the company which
owns the rights to the gun, Armalite. Most gun owners
know this, but the part of the public that isn’t as knowl-
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would help us fight gun violence. To see why, let’s look at
the specifics behind how the AR-15 works.
The AR-15 is a semi-automatic rifle, meaning it will fire
one round when you hold the trigger. However, the gun will
feed another round into the chamber automatically, instead
of the shooter having to do it manually. So while you cannot
just squeeze the trigger and shoot as many bullets as you
can, the AR-15 still allows for a decently fast shooting rate.
Moreover, bullets leave an AR-15 at a much higher velocity
than a bullet leaving a handgun, significantly increasing the
chances of a fatal injury. AR-15s can also store 30 bullets in
their regular magazine, which is more than the magazines of
most other guns.
It is clear that the AR-15 is significantly more deadly of a
weapon than any sort of handgun or shotgun. Yet, anyone
18 or older can buy one with almost no waiting time. Why?
Proponents for the gun claim that it is a hunting rifle and
taking away this gun is infringing on constitutional rights.
But most hunting rifles don’t need to be semi-automatic;
bolt-action rifles and even sniper rifles are good enough for
hunting purposes, and are used often. Additionally, the second amendment guarantees to bear arms, but the Supreme
Court ruled that the right is not unlimited and does not prohibit regulation of firearms. Banning AR-15s would not take
away the rights to bear arms; it is a regulation on guns that
prohibits a certain TYPE of gun. This distinction is important, and makes the process of banning AR-15s legal.
The AR-15 weapon has been used in a multitude of mass
shootings. It is a killing machine available to civilians that is
more powerful than most firearms given to police officers.
They serve no real purpose in society and banning them
would not violate our constitutional rights. In the fight
against America’s gun violence, banning this weapon is the
only logical thing to do.
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edgeable assumes the letters stand for “Assault
Rifle”. When people say they want to ban the AR15, they aren’t solving the issue of semi-automatic
rifle ownership. Armalite has many other models
including the brother of the AR-15, the AR-10.
Armalite isn’t just the only manufacturer either,
Barrett makes the REC-7 which is the consumer
model of the M4 carbine used by American Soldiers. There are also many other brands that currently produce semi-automatic rifles. Therefore,
when the news and people call for a ban on the
AR-15, they are just attempting to solve a portion
of the problem.
Most people think of the AR-15 and immediately correlate it with mass shootings. I agree that
these shootings are terrible, yet a ban on the AR15 isn’t the best course of action. When thinking
of banning the gun, many people think that a buy
back program funded by the government would
be the most efficient. If this course of action is
to be followed, the government would have to
offer massive payouts to those who are looking at
returning their rifle, which is pretty unrealistic to
ask for. Another problem with buy back programs
is that some owners may have a sentimental connection to their rifles for many reasons. The rifle
could have been gifted to them, it could have been
their first gun, or they might just love their gun.
Often times, those who want to ban the AR-15
do not think of the people that own the gun. They
rather think of what is possible to do with the
gun. If an individual is interested in taking action
to prevent mass shootings, they should focus on
deterring mass shooters, not banning the AR-15.
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growing and unmet need for mental health services for
youth. According to the US Department of Health and
Human Services, one in five children and adolescents
experience a mental health problem during their school
years. These problems can include depression, anxiety,
stress, family problems, learning disabilities, abuse of
By Maggie Di Sanza
substances, and even bullying. Serious mental health
In recent years, the realities of mental health conproblems, such as self-injurious behaviors and suicide,
cerns and how they can impact teenagers has become
are also on the rise. These problems in youth are provmore apparent to adults. Although students from all
ing to be increasingly common, rising almost 10 percent
around the country are struggling with mental health
in the last 15 years.
disorders, few are actually being provided proper assisSchools are an ideal place to provide mental health
tance. According to the Teen Treatment Center, one in
five teenagers has a diagnosable mental health condition services to children. Virtually every community has a
school, and most youth spend at least seven hours a day
and only 30% of those students are being helped. This
there. Educational facilities also offer an ideal context
leads to grander problems, including neglect of studfor prevention, intervention and positive developies, problematic futures, and even suicide. There is no
ment as it serves as an escape from home lives; schools
denying that many students are being constantly bomcan also be an effective
barded with mental health
and safe place to foster
struggles; yet, despite the
communication between
objective facts, both civil
educators and families.
and federal governments
Let’s not forget the largseem to be turning a blind
est reason why school is
eye to the uncomfortable
a perfect place for countopic of mental health.
seling… the cost! In the
Our current education
United States, a therapist
system would be a far
charges over 200 dollars
more pleasant, comfortper session on average.
able, and accepting place
For
many
families,
this
is
unfeasible.
If schools can
if we made mental health resources more accessible to
provide a cheaper, subsidized alternative, more students
students.
Sound mental health is critical to students’ success in and families may feel more comfortable and willing to
reach out for help.
school. Research demonstrates that students who feel
School mental health services also support the misthat they have social and emotional support are more
sion
and purpose of schools: learning. The entire motive
likely to have better academic outcomes. If students
of schools is to cater to students’ needs and help them
learn coping mechanisms for dealing with anxiety and
grow as academics and people. If students are not preother mental health issues, they are in a better posipared appropriately to engage in the learning process,
tion to achieve their full potential. In addition, school
they will miss out on important educational opportuniclimate, on-task learning, classroom behavior, and an
ties.
overall sense of connectedness and wellbeing would all
School mental health support networks that enimprove as well. Mental health is not simply the absence
compass social-emotional learning, mental wellness,
of mental illness; mental health encompasses the social,
resilience, and positive connections between students
emotional, and behavioral abilities to cope with life’s
and adults are essential to creating a school culture in
challenges. When students feel supported and recogwhich students feel safe and empowered. When the
nized, their struggles do not seem as large and are far
more manageable, making school far easier. Left unmet, emotional needs of students go unmet, it is equivalent
mental problems are linked to costly negative outcomes to disregarding broken bones and physical diseases. If
we continue to ignore the dangers that go hand in hand
such as academic and behavioral problems, dropping
with mental health struggles, it will be a disservice to
out, and even delinquency.
students who need appropriate resources in order to
As the age of technology and increased expectations
for excelling at school have emerged in society, there is a thrive.

MENTAL HEALTH
RESOURCES MUST BE
ACCESSIBLE IN SCHOOLS

“Schools are an ideal
place to provide
mental health services
to children’’
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Scientifically, when someone has anxiety or depression,
there isn’t enough serotonin going from neuron to neuron. Therefore, I have a chemical imbalance in my brain
that causes my anxiety. It would be the same thing if I
had a thyroid problem or diabetes. I would have to take
medication for the rest of my life due to this chemical
imbalance. However there’s a difference between having
By Sam Bart
anxiety vs other medical conditions that have to do
Why is it that
with chemical imbalances. For example, if I were to tell
whenever someone
someone I had diabetes, they would most likely be emsays they have anxiety,
pathetic and try to help me if they could. On the other
depression, schizohand, if I were to tell people that I suffer from anxiety,
phrenia, or another
there’s a greater chance that people may not believe me,
mental health disorder,
or even tell me that everything’s in my head. Yeah, it’s
some people believe
all in my head because that’s where the chemicals are
they are ‘mentally ungoing wrong.
stable’ and can’t be
Why do people see my mental illness as something
trusted? Why aren’t people
that should remain hidden? Why is it people can share
always taken seriously when they say they can’t hang out that they have diabetes, or cancer, but there is a stigma
because their anxiety is too bad or that their depression surrounding anxiety and other mental health disorders?
is making them want to stay in and watch Netflix?
The perception of mental illness needs to be changed
Many mental health disorders are illnesses, yet some because people struggle with issues like self harm and
people think victims are just overreacting. I’m very open suicide that are closely related to mental illness. If the
about the fact that I have a few anxiety disorders. I see
people who need care can receive the kind of help they
a therapist once a month, and I take medication every
need, then there wouldn’t
be so many
night so I can go out and do things normally like every- tragedies and problems.
We need
one else without having that crippling fear that someto change the mental
health
thing bad is going to happen. I can’t tell you the number stigma that the
world
of times I’ve lost friends because they believe I’m
holds
being overdramatic or the number
right
of times I’ve stayed home
now.
due to my anxiety. I
would change if
I could, but
anxiety is a
medical
condition.

WE MUST END
THE STIGMA
SURROUNDING MENTAL
HEALTH
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